Introduction
In paying tribute to Lajos Takcs, one must remember that he is one of the few outstanding mathematicians who paid much attention to transient behavior in queueing systems, which he investigated by analytic methods in his classic book Introduction to the Theory of Queues (Oxford University Press, New York, 1962) . The problem of transient behavior turned out to be extremely difficult even for simple queueing models. Because of this, it is often reasonable not to obtain explicit formulas for different characteristics but to approximate these characteristics or to investigate general properties of underlying processes. This paper deals with general Markov chains. The theory of such chains has undergone dramatic changes recently. These changes were caused by the discovery of an embedded renewal process and, therefore, the feasibility of employing a recurrent events technique (as in Feller [3] ) which has been employed successfully for denumerable chains. We refer to Nummelin [13] and Meyn and Tweedie [14] for further details. Though a general Markov chain can be considered as a regenerative process, there are at least two features that distinguish the general case from the denumerable or finite case. First, a general Markov chain (even Harris-recurrent) has no "proper atom" (by Nummelin's terminology, [17] [18] [19] .
Although a representation of a general Markov chain as a regenerative process was initially used for investigating the steady state regime, such a representation can also be used for other purposes. This paper is intended to show how the "regenerative approach" elaborated recently in Kalashnikov [5] , [7] , [8] , and Thorisson [20] (X, ) that is a complete separable metric space endowed with metric h and r-algebra generated by all open subsets of X. Denote its initial distribution by P0(" ), its m-step transition function by P(x, m; ), and let P(x; .)-P(x, 1; .), Px(')-P(" Xo x).
Let .)+ denote the collection of r-finite nonnegative measures p that are defined on and satisfy the inequality P(X)> 0. The following definitions are standard and can be found in Nummelin [14] .
Definition 1: We say that state x E X leads to B E and denote this by xB, if P(x,n;B) > 0 for some n > 0. In this case, a probability distribution of (Z', S') is defined uniquely by the equality
where I(. is the indicator of the event (.).
Consider now a splitting construction (see Nummelin [14] (5) i.e. the time is declared to be a regeneration epoch if m steps ago, one of the instants (4) occurred and the bell rang that time.
If Yn Y and T + m < n < T + 1 (hence, y C), then we define Yn + 1 as a r.v. which depends only on y and has the distribution P(y;.). If Yn-Y and n-T (hence, y G C), then two cases are possible according to whether or not the bell rang at time n. We combine these two 
Note that the probability in the right hand side of (7) is defined uniquely by the transition function of the chain X.
Though the process Z is not Markov in general (it is Markov under m-1), the relation (3) 
where GCD stands for the greatest common divisor.
Let v C min{n:X n C,n > 0}.
We will use the notation c (possibly with indices) for different constants appearing in different relations. We will also introduce a class (9 of functions G(n)
which is useful for a characterization of uniformly integrable r.v.'s; see Kalashnikov [7] . 
for any continuous and bounded f, then / f(y)P(U)(x, k; dy) ]" f(y)P()(x, k; dy) 
for all n beginning from some n o >_ 0. Because we are interested in the case n--+oo, we can put n 0 0 without loss of generality.
Let us embed the chains X (n) into regenerative processes (z(n),s(n)), n >_ O, constructed with the aid of condition (18) Denote by (wn))k > 1, successive inter-regeneration times for the n-th process and set for n _> 0 
for all n _> 0 (see Kalashnikov [4] 
where f" x-R 1, h is a metric in the space 2:, X and Y are r.v.'s with values from the space XTheorem 3: Let all X (n) n > 0 be weak Feller chains satisfying the "common" minorization condition (18) and P(n)f(x)-P()f(x) for any bounded continuous f and any x E X. Let, in ) [7] . For example, single-server, multi-server and multi-phase models can be described by general Markov chains satisfying finitetime continuity inequality (27).
Approximations
Let us turn to a problem which is complementary to that considered in Section 4. Specifically, we now consider an approximation problem which can be outlined as follows. Let X--X () be a general Markov chain. The problem consists of the construction of a sequence of X (n) belonging to a prescribed class (e.g., having a finite number of states) such that (26) is true.
First, let us assume that the chain X () with the transition probabilities p(0)_ P(x;.) satisfies the minorization.condition (1). In addition, let I'n, n > 0, be a collection of nested compacts such that C C r 0 C r 1 C r 2 C...; (.J Fn-X.
For each n _> 1, define the chain X (n) as a restriction of the chain X () to the compact F n. It has the following transition probabilities: P(n)(X; B) P(x; B) + P(x; x\r.)u(B), B C r,.
(28) Let W n), k > 1, be inter-regeneration times for the process (Z (n), S(n)), n > 1, into which X (n) is embedded. D"enote W k =_ W ). By (28),
for all x >_ 0 and n > 1. In particular, EW 1 > EW n). Hence, the collection of r.v.'s (Wn))n > o forms a uniformly integrable family.
Lemlna 2: Let X be an aperiodic strong Feller chain satisfying the minorization condition (1), and assume the processes X(n), n > 1, are constructed according to (28) . The proof immediately follows from the fact that X (n) are strong Feller chains, Lemma 1 and Theorem 2.
!-!
Similarly, using Theorem 3, one can prove the following. Lemma 3: Let X be an aperiodic weak Feller chain satisfying the minorization condition (1), and the processes X(n), n >_ 1, are constructed according to (28) . Then lirn suPBL(Xk, X n)) O. (31) n"*CX k >0
Without loss of generality, we can (and will) assume that, in each subset F.., the mean t c (n) (n) s residual time until he nearest regeneration time of the pro ess (Z ,S bounded from above by n given EW 1 < pc. Really, if EW 1 < 0c, then EWn)< EW 1 < 0c and one can redefine (if necessary):
where R '')'-is a forward recurrence time for the renewal process S tnj' given that X (n) starts from the state x.
Lemma 2 and 3 show how to approximate a general Markov chain X () by another chain X (n) having a compact state space. We now move on to conditions ensuring the possibility of approximating Markov chain X (n) with a compact state space F n by a finite chain.
Take an arbitrary e > 0 which can be treated as the accuracy of approximation. a0,...,aN be a e-net in F n such that a 0 E C (evidently, N may depend on e). Divide (38), and initial state X(on')= j if X(0n) E ). In order to compare X (n') with X(n), we embed X (n') into a regenerative process (Z(n'),S(n'e)) in a quite similar way as it has been done for the process X (n). Denote inter-regeneration times for (Z(n'e),S(n'e)) by (wn'e))k > 1" 
B(x) P(Y1 < x), Bo(x P(Y0 < x). 
From (45)and (46) 
